The purpose of this article is to determine as far as possible the connection between the degree of an irreducible linear homogeneous group and its abstract group properties.
The discussion will be limited for the most part to groups whose orders are powers of a prime.
As a particular phase of the general subject there arises the question as to the circumstances under which a group can be simply isomorphic with irreducible groups of different degrees.
The simple group of order 168, for example, is simply isomorphic with irreducible groups of degrees 3, 6, 7, and 8 respectively.
On the other hand, I know of no group whose order is a power of a prime that is simply isomorphic with irreducible groups of different degrees.
In fact, the following discussion shows that in certain irreducible groups the degree is uniquely fixed by certain abstract properties of the group ; and if the degree is not thus uniquely fixed the order of the group must be greater than the seventh power of a prime. Theorem I. A linear homogeneous group G, of class f k, all of whose invariant operations are similarity substitutions either is irreducible or is simply isomorphic with each of its irreducible components.
If G is reducible, suppose that it has been put into its completely reduced form.
The invariant operations will not be affected by this change. If in any operation the identity of any irreducible component were associated with a nonidentical operation in the other variables, this operation would be non-invariant in G. and would therefore give at least one non-identical commutator. This commutator would also be non-invariant, and none of its successive commutators, except identity, could be invariant.
But this is impossible since G is of class k.
Hence every irreducible component of G is simply isomorphic with G. Theorem II. A linear homogeneous group G, of order a power of a prime, that has a cyclic central either is irreducible or is simply isomorphic with at least one of its irreducible components. Then at least one of its irreducible components has at least as many invariant operations as G.
If Gx be such a component, it can easily be shown that Gx and G are simply isomorphic.
Let G he any group of finite order g that has a cyclic central (distinct from identity).
It is simply isomorphic with a regular permutation group, which can be written as a linear homogeneous group.
We can therefore think of G as a linear homogeneous group.
The coefficients in this group are either zero or unity.
The central H of G is generated by an operation h of order a and of the form (when written as a permutation)
The operation S, a 2/i,j = Zy*~1)0'~1)a,i,* (¿ = 1,2, ■■■,gla;j = l,-2, ■ ■ -, a), k=l where cm is a primitive ath root of unity, transforms G into a semi-canonical form,* and in particular transforms h into its normal form.
It is furthermore obvious that the roots of the characteristic equation of h are the ath roots of unity each occurring g ¡a times.")-In the transformed form of G the variables
are transformed into linear combinations of themselves. Let G, be the group formed by the substitutions of G as far as they affect these g ¡a variables.
If j -1 is relatively prime to a, G. is simply isomorphic with G and its invariant operations are similarity substitutions.
If we suppose that G is of class k, it follows from theorem I that G. is simply isomorphic with each of its irreducible components.
Any irreducible component of any G. ij = 1, 2, • ■ ■, a ) is an irreducible representation of G.
Moreover the components of no two of these G ja are equivalent.
This follows from the fact that in the simple isomorphisms between these components and G the multipliers of the operations that correspond to h are different.
We have then cb ( a ) distinct irreducible representations of G that are simply isomorphic with it.
It follows directly from this discussion that a sufficient condition that a group of class k he simply isomorphic with an irreducible group is that its central be cyclic. J If now G is an irreducible linear homogeneous group of order pm(p a prime) and has pa invariant operations, there are at least pa~x (p -1 ) distinct irreducible representations of G that are simply isomorphic with it.
Consider the formula * r p<n 2-1 Xk Xk' = "X" ' i=l nk
If we let k refer to the conjugate set formed by an invariant operation of order p, then hk = 1, and we have 3 ¿^ xf p2n> + pm~x = pm, 1=1 where x; is the number of irreducible representations of G of degree pni with which G is simply isomorphic, and £;=1xt. is the total number of the irreducible representations with which G is simply isomorphic.
If we denote by H the subgroup composed of the invariant operations of order p, then, inasmuch as every invariant subgroup of G contains H, the terms following xtp2n' in the left member of the last equation give Ylxixi' ^or tne group G¡H, where k refers to the conjugate set composed of identity, and therefore the sum of these terms is pm-x.
It follows from what we have seen that x{ = jja~x(p -1 ) ( í = 1, 2, • • -, a).
If one of the irreducible representations with which G is simply isomorphic is of degree4-p<m-^2^ then a = 1 and xx = pa~x(p -1).
Moreover, £j",a5, is the difference between the number of conjugate sets of G and of GIH. Now this difference is (p -1) times the number of conjugate sets of GIH whose operations correspond to operations of G that give no invariant commutators besides identity.
Also if every non-invariant operation of G gives an invariant commutator besides identity the degree of G is J «<•"■>'■. Hence : Theorem III. A necessary and sufficient condition that an irreducible group of order pm with pa invariant operations be of degree p<-m-*W is that every non-invariant operation give invariant commutators besides identity. If G contains a non-invariant operation that gives no invariant commutator besides identity, it must be of degree less than pC™-«)/^ and therefore it must contain a non-invariant operation the sum of whose multipliers is not zero.S Conversely, if G contains a non-invariant operation the sum of whose multipliers is not zero, its degree must be less than ^(™-«)/25 and therefore it must It should be remarked that this does not prove that in an irreducible group the sum of the multipliers of a non-invariant operation which gives no invariant commutator besides identity is necessarily different from zero. That
is not yet settled.
Suppose that G, of order p"", is an irreducible group with an abelian subgroup Gs of index ps.
Then G contains a subgroup Ge_x of index ps~x that contains Gs invariantly.
None of the irreducible components of G6_x can be of degree greater than p.
If Gs_x does not coincide with G it must be invariant in a Gs_2 of index ps~2.
None of the irreducible components of Gs_2 can be of degree greater than * p2.
By proceeding thus with a series of subgroups each of which is invariant in the next following one and of index p under it, we see that the degree of G cannot exceed ^»6. Theorem IV.
If an irreducible linear homogeneous group G of order pm contains an abelian subgroup of order p"l~s, the degree of G cannot exceed ps.
It follows immediately that if G, of order p'", has a cyclic central of order pa and contains an abelian subgroup of order greater than p^m+a-V2, it must contain non-invariant operations that give no invariant commutators besides identity.
If G, of order pm, is an irreducible group of degree p, it contains an abelian subgroup of order f pm~x. It therefore cannot be simply isomorphic with an irreducible group of any other degree.
It can now readily be verified that (as stated in the introduction) if G is of order p"1, where m < 8, it cannot be simply isomorphic with irreducible groups of different degrees.
If Gs is any subgroup of G of index p8 and with p*1 invariant operations, its degree must be equal to, or less than, 2»fm_i-ai"2 if it is irreducible, and in case it is reducible the same must be true of each of its irreducible components.
If p<jn-o.-K)ß js ^ne degree 0f Q^ then m + 8 -a, = m -a -X, or \ 1Ë ax -a -S.
If we know the degree of G, this inequality gives us an upper limit to the number of invariant operations of any subgroup with a given index. On the other hand, if the abstract group properties of G are known, it gives us an upper limit to the degree of G.
Theorem
V. If G is an irreducible group of order pm (p an odd prime) and class 3, the square of the absolute value of the sum of the multipliers of any operation of G is a power of p.
The theorem is obvious for the invariant operations and for those non-invariant operations the sums of whose multipliers are zero. We need to consider, then, only those non-invariant operations the sums of whose multipliers are not zero. Let S be such an operation.
Obviously it is not in H2.* We suppose then that it corresponds to an operation of order pß of G/H2.
Since S can give no invariant commutator besides identity, there must be in G an operator A such that S~XAS = At, where t is commutative with S, but is not invariant in G. Now S~pßASpß = Atpß, and therefore tpi> is invariant in G. Moreover S-xApßS=ApßtpßKpß<-',ß-1»/2, where A~xtA = th, h being invariant in G.
Since F is invariant, hp = 1 and therefore tp = 1, since otherwise S would give an invariant commutator besides identity. If t is of order pßi(ßx = ß), we put i, a ^'-V1-1^1-1-^2, and Ax = Apßl~l. Then S~XAXS= Axtx. Now i, is of order p.
(If it were identity, tp x~ would be invariant and therefore A""1""1 = 1 ; but this would require that i^'"1 = 1 ). If ßx > 1, Ax and tx are commutative. Since S and tx are commutative, we can consider both of them written in the normal form :
S:
x.'i = cr.x. ; tx : x\ = a>.xi (t = l, 2, • • -, »).
Inasmuch as tx is not invariant, its multipliers break up into p sets of equals, those of one of the sets being unity.
If Ax and tx are commutative, the sum of the multipliers of S that correspond to each of these sets, except that one whose terms are all unity, is zero. where, for brevity, »i denotesp(p -1 )/2. The sum of the left members of all these equations is XXiX being the conjugate imaginary of %). Therefore, % % = p + cr, where er is the sum of the elements of all the columns on the right, except the middle column. Now the sum of the elements of the ith column to the right of the middle one is * BURNSIDE, Theory of groups of finite order, p. 62. W. B. FITE: irreducible linear homogeneous
Moreover, the sum of the elements of the ¿th column from the right end (counting the end one as the first one) is û, (j»-i+i)(p-i)/2,-1 _ w(.p-i)i ) ^,2 _ m-w» 1 -Bf"* " = o></2 _ û,-<^ -Therefore, the sum of the elements of these two columns is zero. Since there is an even number of columns to the right of the middle one, and since the sum of the elements of any column to the left of the middle one is the conjugate imaginary of the sum of the elements of the corresponding column to the right, we have * XX = P-That is» the square of the absolute value of the sum of the multipliers of S is equal to p times the square of the absolute value of the sum of the first p"~~x of them.
Consider now the subgroup Gx of G that is composed of the operations that are commutative with tx. Gx is reducible and has p irreducible components. That part of tx that belongs to a certain one of these components has all its multipliers equal to unity.
In this component either S is invariant or it is a non-invariant operation that gives no invariant commutator besides identity. In the former case the theorem results immediately ; in the latter it is necessary to apply the same procedure again.
By continuing in this way we must finally come to a component in which S is invariant.
Hence the theorem. The square of the absolute value of the sum of the multipliers of S is at most equal to p2"-1. If we denote by x the number of non-invariant operations of G that give no invariant commutators besides identity, we have p"+2n + xp2"-1 = pm ; that is, x ^ pa+x (;»m-«-2n -1 ).
Theorem VI.
.ara irreducible group of order pm (p an odd prime), class 3, and degree ^>(">-<»->>)/2 contains at least pa+x (pK -1 ) non-invariant operations that give no invariant commutators besides identity.
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*For this evaluation of xx I am indebted to Professor C. N. Haskins.
